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Disclaimer

Statements made in this presentation that are not statements of historical fact, including statements about our beliefs and expectations, are forward-looking statements, and should be evaluated as such. Forward-

looking statements include information concerning possible or assumed future results of operations and financial performance, access to financing, and descriptions of our business plan and strategies. These

statements often include words such as “will,” “target,” “anticipate,” “expect,” “plan,” “believe,” “intend,” “project,” “forecast,” “estimates,” “projections,” “2022,” and financial performance, access to financing, and

other similar expressions. These forward-looking statements include any statements regarding our plans and expectations with respect to Bright Health Group, Inc. and its component businesses and segments. Such

forward-looking statements are subject to various risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Accordingly, there are or will be important factors that could cause actual outcomes or results to differ materially from those

indicated in these statements. Factors that might materially affect such forward-looking statements include: a lack of acceptance or slow adoption of our business model; our ability to retain existing consumers and

expand consumer enrollment; our ability to contract with care providers and arrange for the provision of quality care; our ability to accurately estimate our medical expenses, effectively manage our costs and claims

liabilities or appropriately price our products and charge premiums; the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business and results of operations; the risks associated with our reliance on third-party providers to

operate our business; the impact of modifications or changes to the U.S. health insurance markets; our ability to manage the growth of our business; our ability to operate, update or implement our technology platform

and other information technology systems; our ability to retain key executives; our ability to successfully pursue acquisitions and integrate acquired businesses; the occurrence of severe weather events, catastrophic

health events, natural or man-made disasters, and social and political conditions or civil unrest; the impact of security incidents or breaches, loss of data and other related events on our members, patients, employees,

and financial results; and the other factors set forth under the heading “Risk Factors” in Bright Health Group’s prospectus filed pursuant to Rule 424(b)(4) on June 25, 2021 and our other filings with the U.S. Securities

and Exchange Commission. All forward-looking statements contained in this presentation reflect management's beliefs as of the date hereof and, except as required by law, we undertake no obligation to update publicly

any forward-looking statements for any reason after the date of this presentation to conform these statements to actual results or to changes in our expectations.

This presentation contains Adjusted EBITDA, which is a non-GAAP financial measure. This non-GAAP financial measure is an addition, and not a substitute for or superior to the most directly comparable GAAP financial

measure, Net Income (Loss). Additionally, Adjusted EBITDA is not intended to be a measure of free cash flow available for management’s discretionary use as it does not consider certain cash requirements such as

interest payments, tax payments and debt service requirements. The presentation of this measure has limitations as an analytical tool and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for analysis of our results

as reported under GAAP. Because not all companies use identical calculations, the presentation of these measures may not be comparable to other similarly titled measures of other companies and can differ

significantly from company to company. The reconciliation of this non-GAAP measure to the most directly comparable GAAP measure can be found in the appendix to this presentation.

A reconciliation of the projected Adjusted EBITDA, which are a forward-looking non-GAAP financial measure, to the most directly comparable GAAP financial measures, is not provided because the company is unable

to provide such reconciliation without unreasonable effort. The inability to provide a reconciliation is due to the uncertainty and inherent difficulty predicting the occurrence, the financial impact and the periods in which

the non-GAAP adjustments may be recognized. These GAAP measures may include the impact of such items as interest expense, income tax expense, depreciation and amortization, share based compensation

expense; transaction costs, changes in the fair value of contingent consideration, contract termination costs; and the tax effect of all such items. Historically, the company has excluded these items from non-GAAP

financial measures. The company currently expects to continue to exclude these items in future disclosures of non-GAAP financial measures and may also exclude other items that may arise (collectively, “non-GAAP

adjustments”). The decisions and events that typically lead to the recognition of non-GAAP adjustments, such as a decision to exit part of the business, are inherently unpredictable as to if or when they may occur. For

the same reasons, the company is unable to address the probable significance of the unavailable information, which could be material to future results.
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Officer

Cathy Smith
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Administrative Officer

Sam Srivastava
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Today’s Presenters

Prior Experience Across a Range of Companies with Track Records of Profitable Growth



Today’s Agenda
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Topic Time (ET) Presenter

Introduction and Overview 8:00am – 8:30am G. Mike Mikan: President and CEO – Bright Health Group

Bright HealthCare 8:30am – 9:00am Simeon Schindelman: CEO – Bright HealthCare

NeueHealth 9:00am – 9:30am Sam Srivastava: CEO – NeueHealth

Session Break 9:30am – 9:45am

Product and Technology 9:45am – 10:15am Jon Porter: Chief Product Officer and CEO – DocSquad

Outlook and Capital Update 10:15am – 10:45am Cathy Smith: Chief Financial and Administrative Officer

Q&A Session 10:45am – 11:30am Bright Health Group Team



Introduction and Overview
Presenter: G. Mike Mikan
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Focus On Areas Where We Can Demonstrate the Greatest Impact1

Deeply Align Payors And Providers Financially, Clinically, and Technologically2

Leverage NeueHealth To Drive Profitable, Capital-Efficient Growth3

Positioned to Achieve Our Full Potential

7

We strongly believe in our strategy and have the team, capital, and model to execute on it



Bright Health Group Overview

Building a technology-enabled, Fully Aligned national Integrated System of Care (ISoC) personalized for consumers

8

Current

State

2022 

New State Entry

Key 2022

Expansion State

Integrated

Care Delivery

2022 Footprint
17 States, 131 Markets, 5 Care Delivery Markets

By the Numbers
As of September 30th, 2021

$4.1 - $4.2

Billion
Bright Health Group

2021E Revenue(1)

131
NeueHealth Owned 

and Affiliated Clinics

607k
Bright HealthCare

Commercial Consumers

NeueHealth 

Value-Based Patients170k

114k
Bright HealthCare Medicare 

Advantage Consumers

(1) 2021 revenue guidance range provided on November 11, 2021 and reaffirmed on, and as of, December 7, 2021



The Outlook is “Bright”

Key pieces in place to drive value creation for all stakeholders

9

1

2

3

Establish Bright 

HealthCare

Establish 

NeueHealth

• Add payor-agnostic primary care clinics in Florida

• Prove the ability to transition providers from fee-for-service to value

Align the 

Businesses

• Prove the Fully Aligned Model drives differentiated performance

• Add scale through organic growth and strategic acquisitions

4

• Increase Bright HealthCare’s market share in existing states

• Grow NeueHealth’s external revenue

• Expand Fully Aligned Model

Focus and 

Value Creation

• Prove the market opportunity in Colorado

• Validate the model’s portability to new states

Building the Foundation

Disciplined, Capital-Efficient Growth

Scaling, Optimizing, and Differentiating

Expanding Into Clinical Delivery

2021

’20 – ’21

’16 – ’20

2022+



Our Capital Position Supports our Growth Strategy

Expect to achieve enterprise breakeven in 2024, with key investor capital support to help achieve this milestone

10

• Bright HealthCare focused on where we can win

• NeueHealth drives differentiated, capital-efficient growth

• Improved cost structure

• Expect breakeven Adj. EBITDA in 2024

Fully Committed 

Capital Raise

• $750 million fully committed capital

• Structured as a convertible preferred

• Key terms in line with market precedents

• Introduced new strategic investor, Cigna

• Continued support from largest existing investor, NEA

Strong Partner 

Support

Capital to Support 

our Growth Plans



The Healthcare Business Model of the Future: Integrated System of Care
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Our model is designed to serve the consumer’s desire for increased involvement in healthcare decision-making

Personalized Care Designed for the Retail 

Marketplace

Hospital

Therapist

Medical

Transport

Primary Care 

Provider
Consumer

Specialist

Note: Illustratively depicts a care team designed for the needs of a specific consumer. Each 

consumer’s care team is tailored to their individual needs and preferences

Personalized Care Delivery

A high-performing care delivery system leveraging 

intelligence to deliver personalized healthcare and 

Care Partner enablement solutions

Healthcare Financing and Distribution

Care Partner and person-centric health plans that 

align consumer, provider, and payor interests to lower 

healthcare costs and improve quality and access 

Connected by the Bright 

Health Intelligent 

Operating System (BiOS) Alternative 

Settings / 

Providers



Clinical Alignment Financial Alignment

Payor / Provider Alignment Consists of Three Core Elements

Technological Alignment

Alignment principles flexed as needed to meet the needs of each local market

12

What Care 

Delivery 

Partners Bring

What

Bright Health  

Brings

Our Model

Existing clinical tools and 

capabilities

Ability and willingness to take 

population health risk

Existing vendors, technology, 

and provider and consumer 

engagement tools

Optimize, personalize, and 

directly deliver care

Customized design and 

structure of value-based 

arrangements

Purpose-built tools and 

experiences that embed into 

existing workflows

Collaborate to develop and 

operate joint clinical programs

Staged progression to more 

advanced value-based care 

models

Holistic view of the consumer 

drives greater engagement in 

healthcare decision-making

1 2 3

Fully Aligned 

Proof Points(1)

(1) Data reflects YTD 9/30/21 performance of Bright HealthCare Florida membership fully aligned with NeueHealth relative to all other Bright HealthCare Florida membership; MCR represents Medical Cost Ratio; 

Inpatient Admissions and Emergency Department Visits calculated on a per 1,000 members basis

21% Lower IP 

Admissions

13% Lower ED 

Visits

22% Relative MCR 

Differential



Focus on Areas of Differentiation Driving the Next Phase of Growth

Both businesses supported by strategic investments in our technology and corporate support infrastructure

13

Focus on Where We Can Win

• Individual and Family Plans (IFP): 16 

state 2022 footprint serves 2/3 of 

nationwide TAM

• Medicare Advantage (MA):  Focused 

on five states (AZ, CA, CO, FL, NY)

• Increase percentage of membership 

Fully Aligned with NeueHealth

• Maintain pricing discipline

Differentiated Growth

• Execute on Integrated System of Care 

performance in FL, TX, and NC

• Expect to expand to ~100 owned 

clinics by year-end 2022

• Support affiliates as they move toward 

downside risk

• Diversify revenue with external payors 

allowing for capital-efficient growth

• Serve Medicare members at scale 

through Direct Contracting

Powers Fully Aligned Care

• Strengthen the technology foundation 

by insourcing critical vendors

• Integrate acquisitions and move to a 

single end-state operating platform

• Own the end-to-end consumer 

experience and deploy tools for Fully 

Aligned care

• Aim to drive operating efficiencies to 

reduce operating cost ratio to ~15% in 

2024



Positioned for Long-Term Success

14

Rapid Growth

1

Diversified Business

2

2022 Tailwinds

3

Power of the 

Alignment Model

4

• 2022E revenue of $6.3 to $6.5 billion reflects 54% growth from 2021(1)

• NeueHealth expected to grow to ~400,000 value-based patients and ~$2.0 billion 

revenue(2)

• Medicare Advantage products focused on five key states and IFP products across 

states representing 2/3 of the nationwide TAM

• NeueHealth supported by both Bright HealthCare and external payors

• Anticipate increased member duration which will improve accuracy of risk coding

• Transition to endemic COVID normalizing consumer engagement cycle

• Differentiated outcomes driving predictability and performance

• Expect ~40% of Bright HealthCare IFP members to be Fully Aligned with 

NeueHealth providers by the end of 2022

(1) Calculated based on growth from current 2021 guidance midpoint of $4.15 billion to current 2022 guidance midpoint of $6.40 billion

(2) Segment revenue before intercompany eliminations



Presenter: Simeon Schindelman



Bright HealthCare Overview

Serving Medicare Advantage and IFP retail consumers through neighborhood-driven provider and channel partnerships

16

2022: Serving Consumers in 17 States

Florida
Second year membership with increased 

percentage managed by NeueHealth 

clinics and affiliates 

Texas

MA expansion to high-value service 

areas; strategic IFP entry with aligned 

care delivery partners
California

Addition of NeueHealth clinics and 

affiliates plus increased strategic 

alignment with current Care Partners

607k Q3’21 Commercial Consumers

Expect ~75% of 2022 membership to be in four states: 

California, Florida, North Carolina, and Texas

114k
Q3’21 Medicare Advantage 

Consumers

North 

Carolina

2022 Expectations in Key States

IFP entry led by NeueHealth clinics and 

affiliates alongside Care Partners



Geographic Expansion Moving to Market Depth

Focus, discipline, predictability, and NeueHealth partnership
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Establish the Business

2 ’19 – ’21 Grow, Diversify, and Differentiate the Business

Proof of 

Concept

• With our first Care Partner in Colorado, established clinical, financial, and technological 

alignment model building trust with, and delivering performance for, consumers and providers

• Tested and improved approach to new market entry, proving the alignment model can be 

exported to additional geographies and be attractive to Care Partners and consumers

Expand and 

Diversify

• Made strategic MA acquisitions to add proven differentiating capabilities

• Diversified revenue and product mix

• Validated differentiated performance of NeueHealth’s Fully Aligned providers

2022+ Focused Growth to Deliver Scale and Predictable Performance

Disciplined 

Growth

• Increase scale through market share gains, reducing unit cost, improving 

operating leverage and MCR predictability, and enhancing data richness

• Expand and deepen NeueHealth partnership

• Use data generated from longer duration relationships with consumers and 

providers to continually improve clinical and financial results for all parties

3

1 ’16 – ’19



Bright HealthCare’s Principles

18

Serving retail consumers with a best-in-class, multi-dimensional healthcare financing and distribution business

Build on Expertise

Attract Consumers

Align and Customize

Personalize and 

Perform



Bright HealthCare’s Commercial Business

Commercial business consists of nationally-recognized IFP offering and a strategic, complementary employer offering

19

2022 Footprint Across 16 States

Current

2022 Entry

2022 footprint provides Bright HealthCare access to 2/3 

of the Total Addressable IFP Market(1)

(1) Based on 2021 IFP on-exchange open enrollment data per CMS, adjusted for Special Enrollment Period growth

Pricing 

Discipline

NeueHealth 

Partnership

Member and 

Channel 

Loyalty

• Pricing reflects network composition, provider 

partnerships, unit cost structure, and longer-

duration 2022 membership

• Attractive 2022 OEP in North Carolina and South 

Florida after high-single digit rate increases

• Programs that encourage deep, trusting, two-way 

relationships with NeueHealth PCPs

• Increasing consumers in the Fully Aligned Model 

and embedding activities that drive clinical 

success into care delivery operations

• We anticipate share gains to be driven by our 

complete value proposition, not from price alone

• In many of our markets, more than half of our 

renewing consumers are selecting plans that are 

not the least expensive available to them

607k Q3’21 Commercial Consumers



Bright HealthCare’s Medicare Advantage Business

MA offering designed around high-value, proven, in-demand capabilities
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• Focus on five states with a 

differentiated value proposition 

desired by consumers, providers, 

and channel partners

• Extend delegated model beyond 

California, partnering with providers 

that want increased accountability

• Special Needs Plans: Already 

successful in California; primarily 

chronic (C-SNP), with future growth 

in duals (D-SNP)

• Cultural Focus: Already successful 

in California; benefits, services, 

providers, and channel partners 

designed for specific populations

• IFP Age-Ins: From BHC IFP to BHC 

MA plans in which consumer 

maintains PCP

• Move all assets to a single operating 

platform

• Integrate performance accountability 

and decision-making

• Continue to improve STARs results

• Use scale to elevate performance of 

delegated IPAs in California

One Medicare Platform Optimizing PerformanceDifferentiated Growth

114k
Q3 Medicare Advantage

Consumers across 3 platforms



Rapid Growth Complemented by Solid MCR Performance
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(1) As of 9/30/21

(2) Reflects MCR adjusted for the impact of COVID-19. Bright HealthCare MCR was 89.3% in 2020 on an as-reported basis

(3) Reflects forecasted MCR excluding the impact of COVID-19 related expenses

(4) Reflects Bright HealthCare revenue implied by midpoint of reaffirmed 2021 guidance for enterprise and NeueHealth revenue

(5) Midpoint of end-of-year Bright HealthCare membership guidance range of 875,000 to 900,000

States 1 3 6 13 14 17

Medical 

Cost Ratio
87.3% 75.8% 82.4% 85.3%(2) 89.0% - 90.0%(3) 85.0% - 87.0%

607,000
Commercial

114,000
Medicare Advantage

Our Membership(1)

Bright HealthCare has maintained solid MCR performance while growing to nearly $4 billion in revenue in just five years

$38M $131M $281M

$1.2B

~$3.9B

~$5.7B

10,765 24,376 
58,928 

207,122 

~700,000 

887,500 

2017A 2018A 2019A 2020A 2021E 2022E

Bright HealthCare Revenue End-of-Year Membership

(5)

(4)



Positioned for Continued Growth and Improved Economics in 2022

22

Encouraging early 1/1/22 enrollment, with membership growth above internal expectations 

Normalized member engagement and additional touchpoints from DocSquad at owned clinics expected to 

lead to improved clinical performance, medical cost management, and risk adjustment accuracy

Expansion of NeueHealth care delivery partnership advances clinical and financial performance in 

Bright HealthCare’s three largest IFP states: Florida, North Carolina, and Texas

Increased proportion of retained membership and no extended Special Enrollment Period expected to 

drive longer average member duration with more accurate risk capture

Medicare Advantage platform structured to meet the needs of targeted consumers, providers, and channel 

partners by building relationships with providers that want increased accountability for cost and quality



Presenter: Sam Srivastava



NeueHealth Overview

Leader in risk-bearing care delivery designed for the retail marketplace

24

NeueHealth Footprint

Integrated Care Delivery(1)

High-Performing Network

Scaling the Power of the Alignment Model

Integrated Care Delivery expansion leading to differentiated, 

capital-efficient growth

2022 Expectations

~400,000 Value-Based Patients

~40%
% of BHC IFP Membership 

Fully Aligned with NeueHealth

~$2 Billion Segment Revenue

External Revenue 

Contribution~1/3

~100 Owned Clinics by Year-End

(1) Includes new clinics built to serve expected increase in value-based patients in 2022 



NeueHealth Coming of Age: Market Demand Fueling Growth

Key differentiator and growth engine for Bright Health Group
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Building a High-Performing Network

Adding Clinical Delivery Capabilities

Lay the 

Foundation

• Beginning with our first Care Partner in Colorado, established refined contracting, drove high 

in-network keepage, and increased local share of wallet

• Validated portability of the model, expanded network to six states in 2019, while developing 

relationships in seven additional states launched in 2020

Demonstrate 

Value

• Completed three medical group acquisitions across Florida as the anchor for 

NeueHealth’s primary care offering

• Proved the ability to transition providers from fee-for-service to value-based care 

across multiple lines of business

• Delivered differentiated results for members Fully Aligned with Bright HealthCare

External Validation and Expansion Beyond Florida

Scale and 

Export

• Enter value-based contracts with a path to downside risk with external 

payors, diversifying the payor mix

• Transition existing affiliates to a Fully Aligned model by providing additional 

tools for managing the total cost of care

• Provide capital-efficient, profitable growth to the enterprise

2

3

1

’20 – ’21

2022+

’16 – ’19



Integrated System of Care Delivers Differentiated Performance

Improves affordability and experience to help people live to their fullest potential

26

(1) MCR data reflects IBNR and claims paid from January 1, 2021 through September 30, 2021. IP and ED data reflects claims incurred from January 1, 2021 through June 30, 2021 and paid through 

September 30, 2021, to account for typical lag between visit date and claim payment date

(2) Compared to Bright HealthCare IFP members served as of 9/30/21

22% Relative Medical Cost 

Ratio Differential

13% Lower ED Visits
per 1,000 Members

21% Lower IP Admissions
per 1,000 Members

Fully Aligned ISoC Drives Performance(1)

Fully Aligned Florida IFP ISoC Membership 

vs. Other Florida Bright HealthCare Membership

Aligned, Integrated System of Care

L
e
v
e
l 
o

f 
P
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v
id

e
r 

A
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n
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e
n
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Risk-Bearing Affiliates

Downside Risk

Affiliate Providers

Pay-for-Performance,

Upside Only

High-Performing Network

Fee-for-Service, Quality Incentives

Employed 

Providers

Fully Aligned ISoC

Fully Aligned Integrated System of Care expected to serve ~290,000 Bright HealthCare IFP members in 2022, a 2.2x 

increase(2), driving lower costs and improving clinical outcomes



Fully Aligned Model In Action: Consumer-Centric Care Delivery

27

Video 

Presentation



Enabling Providers to Engage Patients Beyond the Clinic
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Hospital

Therapist

Medical

Transport

Primary Care 

Provider
Consumer

Specialist

Alternative 

Settings / 

Providers

Adapting to Individual Needs and Preferences… …Supporting Patients Across the Care Continuum

Personalized, Value-Based Care Designed for the Retail Marketplace

Healthy → At-Risk → Acute → Chronic

Consumer Insights 

and Segmentation

Multi-Modal 

Engagement

Care Gap Closure / 

Accurate Coding

Care Navigation with 

Smart Care Teams

Preferred Specialty 

and System Networks

Evidence-Based Care

Note: Illustratively depicts a care team designed for the needs of a specific consumer. Each 

consumer’s care team is tailored to their individual needs and preferences



Expand Integrated System of Care to New Geographies1

Deepen Relationships with Strategic Payor Partners2

Diversify Product Mix with Medicare3

NeueHealth’s Strategic Focus Areas in 2022

Enabling payors and providers to deliver lower costs and better care for patients

29

NeueHealth is well-positioned to drive differentiated, capital-efficient growth for Bright Health Group



Differentiated 2021 Performance Gives us Confidence to Expand

NeueHealth expansion plans designed to support both the growth and performance of Bright HealthCare

30

We are expanding our Integrated System of Care 

in Florida, Texas, and North Carolina by…

• Support affiliates with data, technology, and services as they 

transition toward the Fully Aligned Model

• Capital-efficient way to align incentives

Refining the Network

• Encourage utilization of high-performing clinicians

• Renegotiate contracts to reflect increased local market scale

Growing Owned Clinic Capacity

• Targeting ~100 owned clinics by year-end 2022

• DocSquad rollout improving member engagement

Improving Affiliate Performance

• 2021 results demonstrate the 

power of the Fully Aligned Model

• Focus on optimizing affiliate 

performance in 2022

Entering with tightly 

aligned partner in BHC, 

with 20+ clinics ready to 

support growth

1

Clinic additions 

supported by 

development of affiliate 

network

Florida

Texas North Carolina



Drive Growth Through Alignment with Strategic Payor Partners

Targeting tight alignment with key national payors who are willing to grow in partnership with NeueHealth
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2

National Payors Local and Regional Payors

NeueHealth 

Strategy

• Demonstrate proof points

• Reduce time to breakeven on 

new clinics

• Improve Bright Health Group 

enterprise performance

• Focus on core partnerships 

with broad incentive alignment

• Capital-efficient way to rapidly 

grow external revenue

• Improve utilization of existing 

clinic capacity

• Patients can maintain their PCP 

if they switch health plans

2022 Focus

• Increasing Fully Aligned Bright 

HealthCare membership

• Support Care Partner transition 

to risk-bearing models

• Pipeline of national payors 

looking for multi-product, risk-

bearing care delivery

• Value-based contracts across 

Medicare Advantage, 

Commercial, and Medicaid



Direct Contracting Positions Us to Serve Medicare Beneficiaries at Scale

Direct Contracting brings Fully Aligned care to the Medicare fee-for-service population

32

3

(1) Data reflects 2020 Medicare expenditures excluding Part D per Congressional Budget Office data from March 2020

Market Opportunity(1)

Medicare 

Advantage

Fee-for-Service Medicare

$440 

Billion

$285 

Billion

Direct Contracting enables us to address the 61% of 

Medicare spend in fee-for-service Medicare

Targeted Approach Centered Around Tightly Aligned 

Provider Partners

Aligns Strategy With CMMI’s Long-Term Vision Around 

Accountability For Quality And Total Cost of Care

Benefit Enhancements Enable More Responsive Care

Potential to Serve Age-Ins From IFP And Improve 

Medicare Advantage Penetration



Durable, Long-Term Growth and Differentiation

Scaling and exporting alignment model resulting in significant growth as well as payor and product diversification in 2022
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(1) 2021E figure reflects reaffirmed guidance for NeueHealth segment premium and services revenue. 2021 NeueHealth segment total revenue guidance is ~$575 million, which includes investment income

Segment Revenue(1)

($ in millions)

Value-Based Patients

(in thousands)

-

~130 

285-295 ~40 

105-115 



21 

170 

~400 

2020A 2021E 2022E

Bright HealthCare External Payors

11 
~350 

~2/3 

26 

~125 

~1/3 

$37 

~$475 

~$2,000 

2020A 2021E 2022E

Bright HealthCare External Payors



Driving Differentiated, Capital-Efficient Growth in 2022 and Beyond

34

Serve Medicare beneficiaries at scale through Direct Contracting launch

Expand partnership with Bright HealthCare to grow Fully Aligned consumers

Partner with external payors to drive revenue diversification and validation of the model

Deploy DocSquad tools and technology to increase clinic capacity and improve patient engagement

Export Integrated System of Care into new markets



15-Minute Break



Product and Technology
Presenter: Jon Porter



Building a differentiated toolset, purpose built for the Fully Aligned model of care

37

Product and Technology Priorities

Strengthen the Technology 
Foundation

Own the End-to-End Consumer 
Experience

Tools for Fully Aligned and 
Integrated Care



Key Initiatives Support the Path to Enterprise Profitability
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Strengthen the Technology Foundation

Reliance on 

Vended 

Services

• Core operating platform primarily comprised of third-party vendors which could quickly scale 

to support rapid membership growth and footprint expansion

• Internal team primarily focused on managing external vendors and beginning development of 

consumer-facing tools in order to control key member touchpoints

Design End-

State Operating 

Platform

• Developed rewards program with initial functionality designed to encourage PCP 

selection and foster a trusted patient – PCP relationship

• Insourced key consumer-facing and prover-facing functions

• Deployed best-in-class corporate administrative vendors

Technology for the Future

Enabling Fully 

Aligned Care

• Implement innovative consumer and provider-facing technology to optimize 

the Integrated System of Care

• Utilize insights from consumer-centric data platform to refine the model

• Leverage scalable infrastructure to support disciplined growth

• Integrate acquisitions and move to a unified operating platform

Initial Capabilities to Support Growth

2 ’20 – ’21

2022+3

1 ’16 – ’19



Administrative PlatformConsumer Platform

The Bright Intelligent Operating System (BiOS)

Designed to support the Integrated System of Care
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Consumer

Care Team

Consumer Portal

Provider Portal

Panorama

Core Vendors

Bright Health

Employees
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Services

Data Platform Bright Health Data Lake

Third-

Party 

Partners



Administrative Platform

Administrative Platform: Panorama Strategy

Unified workflow platform enables operational efficiencies and integrated experience
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Panorama

Core Vendors

Bright Health

Employees
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Data Platform Bright Health Data Lake

Appeals and 

Grievances

Panorama Applications

Bright HealthCare and 

NeueHealth workflows

Sales

Member, Patient, 

and Provider 

Services

Bright HealthCare 

workflows

Bright HealthCare and 

NeueHealth workflows

Network 

Contracting

Bright HealthCare and 

NeueHealth workflows

Utilization / Referral 

Management

Care Navigation / 

Care Management

Bright HealthCare and 

NeueHealth workflows

Bright HealthCare and 

NeueHealth workflows



Corporate Technology Investments Driving Enterprise Efficiency

Ongoing initiatives including insourcing, standardization, and shift to industry-leading systems are reducing operating costs
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Operating 

Cost 

Ratio

Recent Milestones

✓ Will implement Oracle ERP on January 1, 2022, enhancing 

internal controls and supporting the rapid growth and 

complexity of the enterprise

✓ Insourced and centralized IT help desk, standardizing 

processes and accelerating resolution of issues

✓ Standardized Human Resource Information System (HRIS) 

onto scalable Workday platform for existing employees and 

Greenhouse Applicant Tracking System for recruiting

✓ Will transition core operating platform (claims, call center, etc.) 

to end-state systems starting in 2022

Insourcing Key Systems

Standardizing 

Infrastructure

Integrating Acquisitions

Utilizing Best-in-Class 

Vendors



Consumer Platform: DocSquad Strategy

Experiences designed for individual consumers and their personalized care team
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Consumer Platform

Consumer

Care Team

Consumer Portal

Provider Portal
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Data Platform Bright Health Data Lake

31%

of IFP members enrolled in 

rewards program

97%

of rewards members both 

selected a PCP and 

completed a Health Risk 

Assessment

~15,000

Risk suspects identified 

from follow-up HRA

95%

of surveyed consumers 

indicated the new Member 

Hub is easy to use 



Product Demonstration 
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Product Demo 

DocSquad



DocSquad Journey

Unified platform enables seamless consumer and provider engagement, education, and data collection



Product and Technology Strategy Designed to Enable Fully Aligned Care
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Empower consumers to own and utilize their complete and accurate healthcare data

Improve visibility by migrating to best-in-class corporate infrastructure

Drive operating efficiencies through insourcing, standardization, and acquisition integration

Accelerate development of DocSquad tools that elevate the consumer and provider experience

Leverage data and technology to align payors, providers, and consumers



Outlook and Capital Update
Presenter: Cathy Smith



Advancing growth and diversification
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150 

607 

58 

114 

208 

721 

9/30/20 9/30/21

Commercial Medicare Advantage

Bright HealthCare Membership

19 

170 

9/30/20 9/30/21

NeueHealth Value-Based Patients

247%
Year-over-year membership growth 

across both Commercial and MA

789%
Value-based patient growth driven by continued 

care delivery investments and organic growth

(in thousands)

(in thousands)

Demonstrating Continued Year-Over-Year Growth Across Both Businesses 

293%
Commercial   

Organic Growth

17%
Medicare Advantage 

Organic Growth



Achieving Our Full Potential

Transitioning from rapidly scaling Bright HealthCare to market depth and NeueHealth growth
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Bright HealthCare Growth

Growth and Care Alignment

Initial Growth 

Stages

• Growth of Bright HealthCare to establish a platform for an integrated healthcare company

• Geographic expansion to target key markets and grow with select Care Partners

• Exceeded $1 billion in revenue in 2020

Expansion and 

Diversification

• Continuing to expand the geographic reach of Bright HealthCare

• Revenue diversification through the growth of NeueHealth

• NeueHealth remains focused on top-line growth

• Over $4 billion in 2021E revenue and over $6 billion in 2022E revenue

Consistency and Predictability

Disciplined 

Growth

• More efficient capital utilization through in-state growth and NeueHealth 

expansion

• Leverage the Fully Aligned Model to drive better outcomes and consumer 

experience

• Target enterprise financial breakeven in 2024

2 ’21 – ’22

2022+3

1 ’16 – ’20



Overview of Year-to-Date September 2021 Results

Strong performance in light of explosive growth and COVID-related headwinds
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Revenue ($M)

Adjusted EBITDA(1) ($M)Operating Cost Ratio

Enterprise MCR

30.8% 

25.4% 

YTD 9/30/20 YTD 9/30/21

Key Takeaways

• Year-to-date results impacted by a confluence of factors

• Direct COVID costs and COVID-related disruptions to 

normal member engagement progression

• Extended Special Enrollment Period reducing 

average member duration

• Reaffirming prior 2021 guidance(2)

• Revenue of $4.1 – $4.2 billion

• Reported Medical Cost Ratio of 92.5% +/- 50bps

• Adjusted EBITDA of ($550) – ($600) million

$848 

$3,067 

YTD 9/30/20 YTD 9/30/21

($81)

($291)

(9.6%) (9.5%)

YTD 9/30 2020 YTD 9/30 2021

Adj. EBITDA Margin

78.7%
86.1%

2.9%

4.2%81.6% 

90.3% 

YTD 9/30/20 YTD 9/30/21

MCR ex. COVID COVID Impact

(1) Adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP financial measure. See the appendix for a reconciliation to Net Loss

(2) Prior 2021 guidance refers to figures provided on, and as of, November 11, 2021



Premium

Dollar

Medical

Expense

Overhead

Expense

Adjusted

EBITDA

Long-Term Outlook
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A

Care Delivery

Revenue

Care Delivery

Expense

Overhead

Expense

Adjusted

EBITDA

B

Government

External Payor 

Revenue

.4 – 6%
10 – 15%

C

Combined

Adj. EBITDA

7-10%

“Performance Accelerator”

Capture margin by closely aligning with the 

delivery system to serve both captive 

(BHC) as well as external payors

B C
Capture a greater 

share of the 

healthcare dollar 

and optimize clinical 

outcomes

“Consumer Aggregation”

Maximize dollars flowing 

through Bright HealthCare

A

Our approach enables us to capture both growth and margin

Consumers

.
To Other High-Performing 

Care Partners

To NeueHealth

LT Margin 

Target

LT Margin 

Target
LT Margin 

Target



Overview of NeueHealth Economics and Forecast for 2022
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Value-Based Patients Segment Revenue(1)

(in thousands)

~350 

~2/3 

~125 

~1/3 

~$475 

~$2,000 

2021E 2022E

Bright HealthCare External Payors

($ in millions)

• 2022 reporting will focus on three key 

metrics: 

✓ Value-Based Patients

✓ Segment Revenue

✓ Segment Gross Margin

• Expecting meaningful contribution from 

new value-based patients, both from 

BHC and external payors

• Bright HealthCare membership 

delegated to NeueHealth expected to 

generate positive risk transfer in 

Florida, more than offset by an 

investment year in Texas

• Direct Contracting included within 

external payors with expectations for 

breakeven contribution in 2022 given 

the lack of historical data

~130 

285-295 ~40 

105-115 



170 

~400 

2021E 2022E

Bright HealthCare External Payors

(1) 2021E figure reflects reaffirmed guidance for NeueHealth segment premium and services revenue. 2021 NeueHealth segment total revenue guidance is ~$575 million, which includes investment income



2022 Outlook
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• Revenue of $6.3 – $6.5 billion

• Medical Cost Ratio of 86.0% – 88.0%

• Adjusted EBITDA of ($400) – ($500) million

• Intercompany revenue elimination of $1.2 – $1.4 billion

• AEP / OEP enrollment of ~900,000 members

• End of year membership of 875,000 to 900,000

• Medical Cost Ratio of 85.0% – 87.0%

Bright Health Group Enterprise

Bright HealthCare

• Value-based patients of ~400,000

• Revenue of ~$2.0 billion(1) with ~1/3 from external 

sources

NeueHealth

(1) Segment revenue before intercompany eliminations



Path to 2024 Profitability

Achieving an operating cost ratio of ~15% in 2024 should support enterprise Adjusted EBITDA breakeven
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Revenue Growth Driving Operating Leverage… Drivers of Improved Profitability

… with Operating Cost Ratio Declining Over Time

73.4% 
64.3% 

33.9% 
~27%

22-23%

2018A 2019A 2020A 2021E 2022E

$0.1 $0.3

$1.2

$4.1 - $4.2

$6.3 - $6.5

2018A 2019A 2020A 2021E 2022E

Bright HealthCare Scale 

Within Existing States

Increasing Contribution 

from NeueHealth

Vendor Insourcing and 

Platform Migration

Acquisition Integration

Workflow Efficiencies Driven by Technology 

Investments

Focused 

Growth

Shift to 

End-State 

Operating 

Model

($ in billions)



Capital Update
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• Bright HealthCare focused on existing states

• NeueHealth drives differentiated, capital-efficient growth

• Improved cost structure

• Expect breakeven Adj. EBITDA in 2024

Fully Committed 

Capital Raise

• $750 million fully committed capital structured as a convertible perpetual preferred equity investment

• 5.0% dividend, payable in cash or payable in kind, at Bright Health’s option

• Conversion price of $4.55, representing a conversion premium of 25% to the 10-day VWAP as of 

December 3, 2021

• New strategic investor, Cigna, contributing $550 million

• Cigna’s Evernorth capabilities and NeueHealth’s differentiated care delivery 

model create opportunities for mutual value creation

• NEA, our largest existing investor, is contributing $200 million

• Represents continued support from longest-standing investor, who has 

participated in every private and public financing since the Series A in 2016

Strong Partner 

Support

Capital to Support 

our Growth Plans



Bright Health Group Positioned for Strong Performance in 2022

As we come of age, we are well-positioned for long-term performance
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Rapid Growth

1

Medical Cost Ratio Tailwinds

2

Improving Profitability

3

Strong Capital Position

4

• Expecting 54%(1) revenue growth in 2022

• NeueHealth expected segment revenue growth of 321%(2) driven by 

significant increase in value-based patients and external revenue

• Transition to endemic COVID, longer average member duration, normalized 

consumer engagement progression, and increase in percentage of Bright 

HealthCare membership Fully Aligned with NeueHealth

• Expect operating leverage from revenue growth, MCR tailwinds, efficiencies 

from product and technology investments, and cost structure improvements 

to reduce losses in 2022

• Over $1 billion of unrestricted liquidity, pro forma for capital raise(3)

• Focus on disciplined, capital-efficient growth led by NeueHealth

(1) Calculated based on growth from current 2021 guidance midpoint of $4.15 billion to current 2022 guidance midpoint of $6.40 billion

(2) Calculated based on growth from current 2021 NeueHealth segment premium and services revenue guidance of ~$475 million to current 2022 NeueHealth 

segment revenue guidance of ~$2.0 billion. 2021 NeueHealth segment total revenue guidance is ~$575 million, which includes investment income

(3) Represents unrestricted liquidity as of 9/30/21, adjusted for the impact of the $750 million capital raise



Q&A Session
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Non-GAAP Reconciliation: Adjusted EBITDA
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($ in thousands)

Nine Months Ended

September 30, 

2020

September 30, 

2021

Net Loss ($84,610) ($364,990)

Interest Expense -- 6,282

Income Tax Expense (Benefit) (9,162) (18,225)

Depreciation and Amortization 5,550 25,981

Transaction Costs 3,312 5,598

Share-Based Compensation Expense 3,722 43,234

Change in Fair Value of Contingent Consideration -- 1,363

Contract Termination Costs -- 10,000

Adjusted EBITDA ($81,188) ($290,757)

Adjusted EBITDA




